Cryptocurrency Industry:
The Expansion of Global
Regulatory and Law
Enforcement
NORTH AMERICA

Cryptocurrency Regulation & Enforcement
The crypto industry faces growing regulatory and law enforcement attention, increasing
compliance risk and the likelihood of litigation.
That oversight swells in response to the explosive growth
in Decentralized Finance, due to increasing instances
of overleveraged and untested cryptocurrency trading
products, heightened price volatility, flaws in smart
contracts, and market manipulation.

(AML/CFT) requirements on virtual assets and virtual asset
service providers (VASPs), including the so-called “travel
rule” for digital currencies.

In Europe, different countries have categorized Bitcoin as
a currency, a financial instrument, or a security. In the U.S.
as recently as July 9, 2020, Financial Industry Regulatory
Authority (FINRA) published “Regulatory Notice 20-23,” which
encourages broker-dealers to notify their assigned FINRA risk
monitoring analyst as to whether they, their affiliates or their
associated persons conduct, or intend to conduct, digital
asset activity, including non-securities activity.

Furthermore, while other regulators around the world
continue to include the crypto industry in their regulatory
remit, the various U.S. Attorneys’ Offices continue to focus
law enforcement investigative attention on Money Services
Businesses (MSB). For example, in the European Union (EU)
5th Anti-money Laundering Directive (AMLD5) “virtual assets
and virtual asset service providers are now recognised
as “obliged entities” -- the same designation as banks,
payment processors, gaming, and gambling businesses.
This means that, provided these crypto businesses can
show evidence of compliance with relevant regulations,
they must be treated in the same way as other businesses.”
(Kuskowski, 2020)1

Globally, the entire crypto industry is racing to implement a
set of standards to comply with June 2019 Financial Action
Task Force (FAFT) Standards and Guidance which placed
anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing

The nature of the cryptocurrency industry and the
expansion and growth into products, such as cards and
new vehicles for lending to their clients, brings attention
from additional regulators.

Governments throughout the world are still determining
how to better regulate cryptocurrencies and how to react to
the potential impact to fiat currencies.
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Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) and Alternatives
Investors interested in digital assets have several
alternatives to simply purchasing cryptocurrencies like
Bitcoin and Ethereum. The venue that the public is perhaps
most familiar with, however, is effectively dead. Initial Coin
Offerings (ICOs) are an unregulated form of crowdfunding
via crypto assets. ICOs were built around the “fast and
loose” ethos of the early days of cryptocurrency, but that
lack of oversight and regulation made some of early ICOs a
breeding ground for scams and fraud. As the flaws of the
ICO model became apparent and SEC regulation loomed,
the crypto industry launched two alternative fundraising
tools, Initial Exchange Offerings (IEOs) and Security Token
Offerings (STOs), that address those shortcomings in
different ways.

Cryptocurrency Derivatives

Growing Acceptance of Cryptocurrencies and
Digital Assets
The SEC and crypto industry are working together to strike
a balance between regulation and the decentralization that
is the hallmark of crypto. One of the SEC Commissioners,
Hester Peirce, has voiced support for the establishment of
crypto exchange-traded funds (EFTs). In February, Peirce
announced a Token Safe Harbor Proposal (Regulation, 2020) 2
and she has also acknowledged institutional investors’
growing interest in the crypto space. Peirce was nominated
for a second term in June and could continue to serve
through 2025, marking another positive development for the
crypto industry. As the regulation of cryptocurrency becomes
more favorable, and asset managers continue to develop
and launch more crypto-related products, we expect more
investors to test the waters in the crypto pool.

Another avenue for crypto investment is through the
futures and options market. Derivatives are contracts
between two or more parties to exchange, sometime in
the future, a digital asset at an agreed price. While Bitcoin
futures have become a recognized feature of the crypto
derivatives market, the launch of Bitcoin options trading on
the Chicago Mercantile Exchange in January 2020 became
another landmark moment for the industry. Since 2017
“Crypto derivatives volume more than triples spot trading”
(Pirus, 2020).
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How FTI Can Help
FTI Consulting (FTI) has long been recognized by industry, global regulators and global
law enforcement as a leader in compliance, risk and investigative support in financial
services - and specifically with money services businesses. Combined with our expertise in
cryptocurrencies and the broader cryptocurrency industry, FTI is uniquely suited to support
the industry in the following areas:
Fraud, Cybersecurity, and AML/CFT Risk and
Compliance Support – and More Specifically,
MSB Strength
FTI has deep experience in both assessing and designing
BSA/AML compliance programs for financial institutions
and money services businesses (MSB). FTI has been
engaged directly by financial institutions, by outside
counsel representing financial institutions, and by mutual
agreement between the institutions and various regulators
and Department of Justice. In those capacities, FTI has
conducted independent fraud, cyber and AML/BSA risk
assessments, control testing, review and re-write of
policies and procedures, investigative lookbacks, alert
monitoring, data analytical enhancements and various
other AML/BSA-related functions. FTI has been asked to
replace full-time financial institution employees to manage
all ongoing AML/BSA functions and to serve as the monitor
in deferred prosecution agreements (DPA) and through
other court or regulatory agreements.

Travel Rule Support
One of the most pressing issues that VASPs are facing
is the implementation of the (Travel Rule) following
FATF Recommendation 16 3. (FATF, 2020) The rule puts
cryptocurrencies on an equal footing with traditional payment
systems and is similar to the requirements of BSA Travel Rule.
FTI can assist with the application of the Travel Rule,
specifically assisting those VASPs that do not have proper
technology in place for the transfer, registration, and
reporting of Travel Rule data.
BSA/AML requirements are applicable to VASPs as virtual
MSBs, thus we can leverage our credentials for MSB-specific
KYC/AML -related work. FTI can assist with enhancing
policies and procedures and designing protocols for VASPs
or distributed ledger technology to ensure compliance
with VASPs’ Travel Rule by collecting and transmitting
information on the originator and beneficiary for any virtual
asset transfer at $1,000 or more.
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— Forensic investigations, as well as economic,
econometric and wallet/address/transaction tracing
analysis in the context of claims of market manipulation
on centralized and decentralized crypto exchanges,
abnormal trading practices (wash and pre-arranged
trades), and irregular price and trading volume patterns.
Recover, search, and analyze massive amounts of data
to understand cybersecurity attribution and determine
what exactly happened.
— Investigations and analysis in the context of alleged
investment fraud arising in instances of pooled
investments in cryptocurrency mining, tradeable digital
tokens, or issuance of new digital assets.
— Tracing and recovery of digital assets, identification
of their ownership, assessment of the origin of
cryptocurrencies, including potential usage of mixing
services, tumblers and other privacy tools, and analysis of
wallets and addresses involved in digital asset offerings.

Increased Card, Loan Products and Services Support
As the cryptocurrency industry as a whole continues to
expand its service offerings, to include credit and other
cards, loans and other vehicles for client convenience,
the regulatory scrutiny grows with an even larger array
of regulators. FTI experts bring federal law enforcement,
federal prosecutorial, inside compliance and regulatory
backgrounds to support fraud, AML/CFT and sanctions risk
assessment and full compliance support to these areas.

Litigation and Investigation Support Areas
FTI relies both on its internal experts and its established
network of academic and industry experts in the areas of
DLT, digital assets and computer sciences.
— Assessment of blockchain and token economics,
including its decentralization and governance, wallet and
holdings distribution, blockchain functionality, protocol
security, utility services stack, and ecosystem
of decentralized applications.

— Review of cryptocurrency trading, borrowing, lending
and customer collateral liquidation transactions, as well
as smart contracts executing digital asset trades and
deleveraging of customer margined positions. Analysis of
vulnerabilities and flaws in smart contract code base which
might lead to losses by trading platforms or their customers.
— Assessment of damages sought in the context of alleged
violations of Securities Act, Exchange Act, Commodity
Exchange Act, and state securities laws as applicable to
spot cryptocurrencies and crypto- derivative instruments,
as well as related to digital asset trading disputes.
— Insider fraud has one of the highest regulatory and
reputational impacts and can cross both fraud and AML
regulatory requirements. FTI is highly adept and trusted
by regulators and firms alike to help prevent, investigate
and remediate internal fraud incidents.
— Conducts initial exposure assessment, quantifies damages
and business valuations, and provides settlement
advice,for complex, class action cases that require a
multidisciplinary approach to dispute resolution.
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Valuation Services
Valuation of cryptocurrency firms is becoming
increasingly more important from the perspective of
transparency and reputation.
Consolidation in the industry – and private equity
investment in firms – is important for exchanges, prime
brokerage and digital custody functions.

Data and Analytics Support
FTI has experience extracting and analyzing transactional
data from permissionless blockchain ledgers by
leveraging data mining, web scraping, and other
investigative techniques to derive meaningful insights
and identify abnormalities or trends in blockchain
transactions. By combining our libraries of open-source
data, advanced analytics tools and techniques, and
established CipherTrace Sentry and Inspector interfaces,
we can assist with financial crime challenges that provide
cryptocurrency AML and forensics, and blockchain threat.
FTI assists clients with regulatory responses related
to cryptocurrencies’ ICOs by collecting data from
comparable currencies and developing statistical
analyses to find points of comparison with many other
already established coins.
We have capacity of maintaining nodes on major
permissionless ledgers, strong understanding of
blockchain virtual machines and various programming
languages powering them and associated smart contracts.
We can assist clients with dynamic KYC which is a
cognitively enabled Customer Due Diligence (CDD) that
provides greater visibility to customers and customers’
networks with emerging changes and behavioral attributes.

Cybersecurity Services
FTI helps investigate and understand claims related to
cryptocurrency. Utilizing proprietary and cutting-edge
investigative technology and methodologies, FTI helps
extract relevant data to prove or disprove claims, educate
all case parties about the nuanced elements surrounding
cryptocurrency transactions, and deliver written detailed
reports outlining the evidence for judges, jury, and clients.
FTI’s specialized cryptocurrency offerings can be
leveraged in support of a broad range of litigation and law
enforcement matters, such as stolen assets, ransomware
tracking, anti-money laundering, fraud, trafficking, and
narcotics investigations.
The views expressed herein are those of the author(s) and not
necessarily the views of FTI Consulting, Inc., its management,
its subsidiaries, its affiliates, or its other professionals.
FTI Consulting, Inc., including its subsidiaries and affiliates, is
a consulting firm and is not a certified public accounting firm
or a law firm.
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Contacts
Boris Richard focuses on cryptocurrencies, blockchain economics and token valuation, initial coin
offerings, and digital asset related investigations. He has a thorough understanding of the evolving
regulatory framework for digital assets and a comprehensive perspective on the private litigation
involving tokens issuers and crypto exchanges. He is a member of the Wall Street Blockchain Alliance and
Digital Currency Council. Dr. Richard’s case experience includes expert work on behalf of token issuers
and blockchain foundations, analysis of trading and price irregularities on centralized and decentralized
cryptocurrency exchanges, as well as digital asset investigations. Dr. Richard complements his expertise in
cryptocurrencies with over 20 years of experience in fixed income capital markets and securities litigation
consulting. His capital markets experience includes bond trading, mortgage-backed securities, and fixed

Boris Richard
Forensic & Litigation
Consulting

income derivatives. In securities matters, Dr. Richard provides opinion on institutional trading practices in
fixed income instruments, as well as valuation and related damages estimation for fixed income products,
interest rate derivatives, and structured finance securities.
Managing Director | Washington, DC | +1 202 436 5896 | boris.richard@fticonsulting.com

Sanjay Marwaha has more than 20 years of international industry experience driving organizational,
operational and technological transformation in areas such as blockchain, cryptocurrency, risk
management, regulatory compliance, finance, performance improvement, governance and audit. Prior
to joining FTI Consulting, Mr. Marwaha served as the Co-Global Blockchain Taskforce Leader and US Risk
Advisory Financial Services Practice Leader at BDO, Chief of Staff and a leader in PricewaterhouseCoopers
Governance, Risk and Compliance Practice and Global Risk & Regulatory Advisory Practice Leader at
Accume Partners.
Managing Director | New York | +1 646 453 1237 | sanjay.marwaha@fticonsulting.com

Sanjay Marwaha
Financial Services

Steve McNew helps clients evaluate and implement blockchain solutions, and builds cost-effective and
defensible strategies to manage data for complex legal and regulatory matters. Mr. McNew is an expert in
blockchain, information and data security, complex discovery, and digital forensics. Mr. McNew completed
studies in Blockchain and Cryptocurrency at MIT and has led engagements involving blockchain
assessments, pilot projects, and software selection and implementation. He has also led disputes
involving issues related to blockchain and various forms of cryptocurrency. Prior to joining FTI Consulting,
Mr. McNew held leadership positions with several legal and technology consulting firms, including
Navigant Consulting and Huron Consulting Group. For 31 years, he has applied this expertise by leading
thousands of engagements for corporate and law firm clients globally, across numerous industries.

Steve McNew
Technology

Mr. McNew has served as strategic advisor, consultant, engagement manager, and project manager to
corporations of all sizes and their legal counsel in a multitude of matters.
Senior Managing Director | Houston | +1 800 349 9990 | steve.mcnew@fticonsulting.com
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Contacts
Suzanne Lampow-Bernard has more than 15-year experience in performing global, large volume
transaction-based analytics for financial services and other industries in dispute resolution, litigation,
investigation, insolvency/administration and performance improvement matters. She has more
than 13 years financial services experience focused on AML, sanctions and other financial crime risk
management, risk assurance, data management and transformation.
Managing Director | Toronto | +1 437 217 9608 | suzanne.lampow-bernard@fticonsulting.com

Suzanne
Lampow-Bernard
Data & Analytics

Ken Jones supports clients with compliance, risk, investigative and remediation strategies and mitigation.
Prior to joining FTI Consulting, he developed and improved Financial Crime compliance at a ‘Big 4’ audit
and consulting firm. At UBS, he managed AML investigations, fraud risk management and investigations,
the financial intelligence unit and he was the cyber/cyber fraud crisis incident manager for the Americas
Region. Mr. Jones also held a held a variety of agent-level positions at the US Postal Inspection Service
before becoming the Deputy Chief Postal Inspector.
Senior Managing Director | New York | +1 212 651 7141 | ken.jones@fticonsulting.com

Ken Jones
Forensic & Litigation
Consulting

Anthony J. Ferrante is an expert in data privacy and cybersecurity resilience, prevention, response,
remediation, and recovery services. Mr. Ferrante has more than 20 years of top‐level cybersecurity
experience, providing incident response and preparedness planning to both the private sector and
government organizations. Prior to joining FTI Consulting, Mr. Ferrante served as Director for Cyber
Incident Response at the U.S. National Security Council at the White House, where he coordinated U.S.
response to unfolding domestic and international cybersecurity crises and issues.
Senior Managing Director | Washington, DC | +1 202 312 9165 | ajf@fticonsulting.com

Anthony J. Ferrante
Global Head of
Cybersecurity
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About FTI Consulting
FTI Consulting is an independent global business advisory firm dedicated to helping
organizations manage change and mitigate risk: financial, legal, operational, political &
regulatory, reputational and transactional.
Individually, each practice is a leader in its specific field, staffed with experts recognized for the depth of their knowledge and
a track record of making an impact. Collectively, FTI Consulting offers a comprehensive suite of services designed to assist
clients across the business cycle – from proactive risk management to the ability to respond rapidly to unexpected events and
dynamic environments.

Our Largest Industry Groups
Construction
& Real Estate

Financial
Services

Transportation
& Logistics

Healthcare & Life
Sciences

Energy, Power
& Products

Public Sector

Telecom, Media &
Technology

Retail &
Consumer

Environmental
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A Leader
Among Leaders
Every year, FTI Consulting helps
more than 6,100 organizations
globally transform the way they
anticipate and respond to events,
both at critical moments and for
the long haul.

*Number of total shares outstanding as of October 23, 2020,
times the closing share price as of October 30, 2020.

28

1982

Countries

Year Founded

6,250+

NYSE:FCN

Employees

Publicly traded

8/10

96/100

Advisor to 8 of the
world’s Top 10 bank
holding companies

Advisor to 96 of the
world’s top 100 law firms

$3.5BLN

53

Equity Market
Capitalization*

53 of Fortune Global 100
corporations are clients
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Definitive Expertise
Led the Who’s Who Legal Arbitration:
Expert Witnesses list for the tenth
consecutive year (2011-2020)

Recognized in annual America’s
Best Management Consulting
Firms list (2016-2020)

Named International E-Discovery
Solutions Advisory of the Year,
ACQ Global Awards (2017)

A Leader in Worldwide E-Discovery
Services 2017, Vendor Assessment
2017 IDC Marketscape

The global business intelligence
practice has been recognized
in The Economist as the leading
player in the industry

Recognized as having the deepest
and strongest capabilities in
Forensic Investigations by Kennedy
Consulting Research & Advisory

Named a Best Firm to Work For
by Consulting magazine (2018)

#1 Provider for Cybersecurity
in the Best of Corporate Counsel
survey (2017)

#1 Restructuring Advisor by The
Deal Pipeline for the last 13 years
(2007-2020)
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FTI Consulting is an independent global business advisory firm dedicated to helping organizations manage change,
mitigate risk and resolve disputes: financial, legal, operational, political & regulatory, reputational and transactional.
FTI Consulting professionals, located in all major business centers throughout the world, work closely with clients to
anticipate, illuminate and overcome complex business challenges and opportunities.
©2021 FTI Consulting, Inc. All rights reserved. www.fticonsulting.com

